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Abstract
We introduce The House Of inteRactions (THOR), a
framework for visual AI research, available at http://
ai2thor.allenai.org. AI2-THOR consists of near
photo-realistic 3D indoor scenes, where AI agents can navi-
gate in the scenes and interact with objects to perform tasks.
AI2-THOR enables research in many different domains in-
cluding but not limited to deep reinforcement learning, im-
itation learning, learning by interaction, planning, visual
question answering, unsupervised representation learning,
object detection and segmentation, and learning models of
cognition. The goal of AI2-THOR is to facilitate building
visually intelligent models and push the research forward
in this domain.
1. Introduction
Humans demonstrate levels of visual understanding that
go well beyond current formulations of mainstream vision
tasks (e.g., object detection, scene recognition, image seg-
mentation). A key element to visual intelligence is the abil-
ity to interact with the environment and learn from those
interactions. Current state-of-the-art models in computer
vision are trained by using still images or videos. This is
different from how humans learn. We introduce AI2-THOR
as a step towards human-like learning based on visual input.
AI2-THOR v1.0 consists of 120 near photo-realistic
3D scenes spanning four different categories: kitchen, liv-
ing room, bedroom, and bathroom. Some example scenes
are shown in Figure 1.
There are several key factors that distinguish AI2-THOR
from other simulated environments used in computer vi-
sion:
1. The most important factor is that AI2-THOR includes
actionable objects. By actionable, we mean the state
of the objects can be changed. For example, a mi-
crowave can be opened or closed, a loaf of bread can
be sliced or a faucet can be turned on. A few examples
of interaction are shown in Figure 2.
Figure 1. Examples of AI2-THOR scenes.
2. The scenes in AI2-THOR are near photo-realistic.
This allows better transfer of the learned models to the
real world. For instance, ATARI games or board games
such as GO, which are typically used to demonstrate
the performance of AI models, are very different from
the real world and lack much of the visual complexity
of natural environments.
3. The scenes are designed manually by 3D artists from
reference photos. Hence, AI2-THOR does not have the
bias that exists in the scenes generated automatically.
4. AI2-THOR provides a Python API to interact with
Unity 3D game engine that provides many different
functionalities such as navigation, applying forces, ob-
ject interaction, and physics modeling.
Real robot experiments are typically performed in lab
settings or constrained scenes since deploying robots in
various indoor and outdoor scenes is not scalable. This
makes training models that generalize to various situations
difficult. Additionally, due to mechanical constraints of
robot actuators, using learning algorithms that require thou-
sands of iterations is infeasible. Furthermore, training real
robots might be costly or unsafe as they might damage the
surrounding environment or the robots themselves during
training. AI2-THOR provides a scalable, fast and cheap
proxy for real world experiments in different types of sce-
narios.
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Figure 2. Applying forces to objects (first row) or changing their
state (second row) are two examples of actions that AI2-THOR
enables.
In the following sections, we explain concepts related
to AI2-THOR and describe the overall architecture of the
framework and provide tutorial and examples links.
2. Related Platforms
There are a number of simulation platforms to evaluate
AI models. A variety of benchmarks are based on games
such as ATARI Learning Environment [4], ViZDoom [13],
TorchCraft [20], ELF [21] or DeepMind Lab [3]. OpenAI
Universe [1] also provides a toolkit that combines different
existing platforms. The main issue with these platforms is
that they are not photo-realistic. Moreover, some of them
expose the full environment to the agent, while an agent
operating in real world does not see the entire environment.
For example, a robot that operates in an apartment does not
see the entire apartment.
UETorch [14], Project Malmo [12], and SceneNet [11]
are other examples of non-photo-realistic simulated envi-
ronments.
SYNTHIA [16], Virtual KITTI [9], TORCS [23], and
CARLA [7] provide synthetic data for autonomous driving.
In contrast, we focus on indoor environments and include
actionable objects in our scenes.
HoME [5], House3D [2] and MINOS [17] (which
are based on SUNCG [19] and/or Matterport3D [6]) and
SceneNet RGBD [15] also provide synthetic indoor envi-
ronments. The critical advantage of AI2-THOR is that it in-
cludes actionable objects, which allows the agent to interact
with the environment and perform tasks. Those frameworks
are mainly suitable for navigation due to lack of actionable
objects and an interaction API. Furthermore, in contrast to
those frameworks, AI2-THOR is integrated with a physics
engine, which enables modeling complex physical interac-
tions based on friction, mass, forces, etc. Table 1 summa-
rizes the features of the most relevant frameworks.
3. Concepts
The main high-level concepts in AI2-THOR are the fol-
lowings:
• Scene: A scene within AI2-THOR represents a virtual
room that an agent can navigate in and interact with.
• Agent: A capsule shaped entity with a radius of 0.2m
and height of 1.8m that can navigate within scenes and
interact with objects. The agent is not permitted to pass
through any physical object.
• Action: A discrete command for the Agent to perform
within a scene (e.g. MoveAhead, RotateRight, Pick-
upObject). Actions fail if their pre-conditions are not
met. For example, the ‘Open Microwave’ action will
fail if the microwave is not in the vicinity of the agent.
• Object: An object is a 3D model inside the scene. Ob-
jects can be static or movable (pickupable). An ex-
ample of a static object is cabinet that is attached to a
wall, and an example of a movable object is statue. An-
other categorization of objects is interactable vs non-
interactable. Non-interactable objects are mainly for
generating clutter and making the scenes more realis-
tic. An example of an interactable object is a drawer
that can be opened or closed, and an example of a non-
interactable object is a sticky note on the fridge. Non-
interactable objects are not included in the metadata
that our server sends. There are 102 categories of in-
teractable objects. Each interactable object contains a
number of variations. For example, there are 30 differ-
ent types of bread. There is a randomizer that can be
used to change the location of the objects. The variant
of the object that is selected per scene is deterministic
and is based on the scene number.
• Receptacles: A type of object that can contain other
objects. Sinks, refrigerators, cabinets, and tabletops
are some examples of receptacles.
• Object Visibility: An object is considered visible
when it satisfies three conditions: It must be within
the camera’s viewport, it must be within a threshold of
distance from the Agent’s center (default: 1.5 meters),
and a fixed-length thick ray emitted from the camera
must hit the object’s collision. Note that an object ren-
dered in an image will not always be visible to the
Agent. For example, an object outside the 1.5 meter
threshold could be seen in an image, but will be re-
ported as not-visible to the Agent.
• Object Interactability: An object is said to be in-
teractable if it is flagged as visible and if it is unob-
structed by any other objects. Most objects will be in-
teractable as long as they are also visible, but some
Environment 3D Large-Scale Customizable Photorealistic Physics(Forces, Friction, etc.)
Object
Interaction Multi-agent
ATARI LE [4]
OpenAI Universe [1] X X X
Malmo [12] X X X
DeepMind Lab [3] X X
VizDoom [13] X X
MINOS (Matterport3D) [17] X X
MINOS (SUNCG) [17] X X X
House3D [2] X X X
HoME [5] X X X
Habitat [18] X X X∗ X∗
AI2-THOR X X X X X X
Table 1. Comparison with other frameworks. ∗Only part of the framework has these properties.
objects have transparency which can cause objects to
be reported as visible through them. An example is
a Glass Shower Door with a Sponge object behind it.
The glass door will be flagged as visible and inter-
actable, but the sponge will only be visible. Attempt-
ing to interact with the sponge will throw an error as it
cannot be reached through the glass door.
4. Architecture
AI2-THOR is made up of two components: (1) a set of
scenes built within the Unity Game engine, (2) a lightweight
Python API that interacts with the game engine.
On the Python side there is a Flask service that listens
for HTTP requests from the Unity Game engine. After an
action is executed within the game engine, a screen capture
is taken and a JSON metadata object is constructed from
the state of all the objects of the scene and POST’d to the
Python Flask service. This payload is then used to construct
an Event object comprised of a numpy array (the screen cap-
ture) and metadata (dictionary containing the current state
of every object including the agent). At this point the game
engine waits for a response from the Python service, which
it receives when the next controller.step() call is
made. Once the response is received within Unity, the re-
quested action is taken and the process repeats. Figure 3
illustrates the overall architecture of AI2-THOR.
5. Benchmarks
AI2-THOR can be run in a single-threaded or multi-
threaded fashion, where each python thread has an indepen-
dent Unity process and game state. On an Intel(R) Xeon(R)
CPU E5-2620 v4 @2.10GHz and NVIDIA Titan X (Pas-
cal), we achieve 70 actions per second for one thread, and
240 actions per second for 8 threads. The resolution for
images is 300 × 300. Changing the resolution affects the
performance.
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Figure 3. The overall architecture of AI2-THOR.
6. Getting Started
A complete documentation for AI2-THOR that includes
installation guide, examples of calling actions, description
of metadata, etc. is available at: http://ai2thor.
allenai.org/documentation
7. Example Usage of AI2-THOR
AI2-THOR has been successfully tested for different ap-
plications. We used AI2-THOR for the problem of target-
driven navigation [26, 24, 22] using deep reinforcement
learning and showed that the trained model can be trans-
ferred to real robots with some amount of fine-tuning. We
also used AI2-THOR for the problem of visual seman-
tic planning using deep successor representations [25] and
showed generalization across different tasks. [8] use AI2-
THOR to train a generative adversarial network for gener-
ating occluded regions of objects. [10] perform interactive
visual question answering using AI2-THOR environment.
8. Conclusion & Outlook
We introduce AI2-THOR framework, an open-source in-
teractive 3D platform for AI research. One of the key distin-
guishing factors of AI2-THOR is actionable objects whose
states can be changed by the agents. This enables the agents
to perform tasks beyond simple navigation.
We encourage the research community to contribute to
AI2-THOR and we appreciate any report of bugs and issues.
We welcome any suggestion about additional functionality
for the future versions.
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